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HTÏRODUCTION
For certain classes of rings, the entire structure 
of the ring is determined hy the prime ideal structure and 
that of the quotient rings hy the prime ideals. However, 
for many rings this information is not valuable. In fields, 
for example, the only prime ideals are the trivial ones, 
and the quotient rings are just {0} and the field itself„
In fact, for most rings the quotient rings will be no 
simpler in structure than the original ring.
To investigate the structure of such rings more 
closely, Harrison [1] has used the notion of primes in 
rings with identity. An advantage gained is shown by 
fields, which have a much less trivial structure of primes 
than of prime ideals. The theory there is closely related 
to the valuation theory for fields [2], Moreover, a 
finite prime P in a ring determines a subring A^ of which 
it is a prime ideal, and the quotient rings Ap/P, being 
locally finite fields, are, in a sense, completely known^
For commutative nil semi-simple rings with identity 
(see the definitions), Manis [3] has shown to what extent 
a ring is determined by its prime structure. More 
precisely, a topological space Arith E is defined in terms 
of the primes of H, This space determines a new ring R 
consisting of a certain class of continuous functions
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
within Arith R. It is seen that I? is an integral exten­
sion of R with Arith R homeomorphic to Arith R« Thus 
R a: and the rings R are ones determined by their primes
in this way. Last, necessary and sufficient conditions 
are found that a ring R is isomorphic with R, so it is 
known just what rings are determined by their primes in 
this way.
The object of this paper is to show that it is pre­
cisely the same rings which are determined by their prime 
ideals in an analogous way. Here also are discussed only 
commutative nil semi-simple rings with an identity 1. 4= C). 
Throughout this paper "ring” will mean a ring of this type 
\inless otherwise specified. First a topological space 
V(r ) analogous to Arith R will be defined in terms of the 
prime ideals of a ring R. Then a-functions, from a sub­
space of V(r ) into V(r ), will be defined and will be shown 
to constitute a ring R, This ring is likewise an integral 
extension of R with V(r ) homeomorphic to V(r )| in fact, 
each element of R is a root of a monic polynomial in R[xJ 
which splits completely in R[x]. Finally, conditions will 
be given that R as R, These conditions are precisely the 
same conditions that R ss R. Thus it is the same rings 
that are detennined by their prime ideals as are determined 
by their primes in this way. In fact, we will see that 
R a: R for each ring R, and the procedure here leads to the 
same ring as the procedure in [3].
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Of the three chapters in this paper, the first one 
is concerned with characterizing a-functions, the elements 
of E, The second concerns the properties of E as a ring 
and its relation to E and I?. Last, we discuss some ex­
amples of rings and ask whether or not they are rings with 
E ss E. The only knowledge assumed is elementary prin­
ciples in ring theory and topology.
Definitions and Notation. Let E be a ring. If A 
is an ideal of E, the radical of A, denoted a/X, is the set 
of all elements x of E such that x^ e A for some n > 1.
The radical of an ideal is an ideal. The nil radical of E 
is /TÔT, E is nil semi-simple when i/lOj = {0}. A pre 
prime of E is a non-empty subset P which is closed under 
subtraction and multiplication and does not contain 1. A 
prime of E in the sense of [3] is a maximal pre prime. 
(This is a finite prime in the sense of Cl].) For P a 
prime of E, Ap = {x e El xP = P] . Notice that A^ is a
subring of E and P is an ideal of Ap, By an ideal of E we
always mean a proper ideal.
If E is a ring, then V(r ) is given by
V(e ) = C a + pI P is a prime ideal of E, a e R}.
We consider the Stone topology on V(e ). This is the topo-
ogy with a basis for the open sets consisting of the col­
lection of all sets of the form nCe) = {X e V(r)I X n E 
= 0], where E is a finite subset of R. It is clear that 
this collection does form a basis for the open sets of a
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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topology, since it is closed under finite intersections„ 
We will also be concerned with the subset V^(s) = 
{Pl P is a prime ideal of R] = {O + Pl P is a prime ideal 
of R}, with the relative topology induced by that on V(r ). 
The assumption that we have 1 1= 0 in our rings guarantees 
that V^(R) is non-empty.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER I 
a-FOHCTIOHS ON THE SPACE V(r )
/VBefore we define the set R of o-fionctions from 
V^(r ) into V(R) for a ring R, we need to know more about 
the topology on V^Cr ). Notice that a basic open set in 
V^Cr ) is of the form N(e ) n V^(R) = {P e V^(R)I P H E = 0). 
That is, the relative topology on V^(r ) is just the Stone 
topology which is given directly for V^(r ), We will also 
be concerned with sets of the following form:
Definition 1. Let a e R. Then (P(a) = {X e V(r) I 
a e X} is called the path through V(r) determined by a. 
Notice that for a e R, (P(a) = {a + p| p e V^(r)}.
Let R be a ring and let E and F be two finite sub­
sets of R. Notice that N(e ) n N(f ) = n CeuF)^ In par­
ticular, if E = [e^, eg, ...» e^} is a finite subset of R, 
then N(E) = N(.U,{e.}) = .D.NC{e.]). Thus the basis of1 = J_ 1 l = i 1
sets N(e ) is generated by the subbasis of sets N({a}) with 
a e R, We will always denote N({a}) by N(a)„ Notice that 
N(a) = {X e V(r )| a t X} = V(R)\ K a )  so that the paths 
form a subbasis for the closed subsets of V(r )o In par­
ticular, since a + P = 0 + P i f  and only if 0 e a + P for 
any P e V^(R) and a e R, it follows that
V^(r ) = {0 + Pl P is a prime ideal of R}
= [a + p| a e R, P is a prime ideal of R,
and 0 E a + p}
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
= (Z G V(R)1 0 e X} = (P (o),
and so V (R) is closed in V(e ). o
For purposes of computation we will need the follow­
ing well-known result due to Krull (see [4, p . 733), which 
we state without proof. This result holds for more general 
rings than we are considering. In particular, it holds 
for commutative rings.
Lemma 1.1. Let R be a ring and A be an ideal of R. 
If M is a multiplicative system in R with A n M = 0, then 
there is a prime ideal P of R with A <= P and P n M = 0„
We will also use another result that is an easy 
consequence of the first. It also holds for any commuta­
tive ring.
Lemma 1.2. Let A be an ideal of a ring R. If E = 
(@2 ' is a finite subset of R with t
then there is a prime ideal P of R with A «= p such that 
E n P = 0.
n k .Proof. Let M = {.tt e. I k. is a non-negativei=l i i ,n -Kinteger for i = 1, 2, ..., n]. Suppose that 1 e
M n A, Then G A whenever m > max{k^, kg, ..., k^}
nsince R is commutative and A is an ideal. But then 1=1 1
E /A, contradicting the hypothesis. Thus M n A = 0. But 
M is a multiplicative system in R, since R is commutative. 
Hence by lemma 1.1 there is a prime ideal P of R with 
A c= p and P n H = 0. But since E c M we also get that 
E n P = 0.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Another consequence of lemma 1,1 which we have for 
all commutative rings is
Lemma 1.3. Let E be a ring. If A is any ideal of 
E, then = n{P e V^(E) I A <= p} „ In particular, the nil 
radical of E is the intersection of all prime ideals of E,
Proof. Let a e /%. Then a^ e A for some integer
n > 1. Let P be any prime ideal of E with A <= p„ Then
a^ E P so a e P. Thus a e n{P e V^(e)| A cz p} , and <=
n[P E 7^(E)I A c= p} .
Conversely, let a e n{P e V^(e)I A <= p}„ Suppose 
a t i/X. Then {a^l n is a positive integer } = M is a 
multiplicative system in E, and M H A = 0. Thus there is
a prime ideal P  =3 A of E with M H P = 0. Further, a e M  so
that a è P, a contradiction. ■ Hence a e so that /% = 
n{p E v^(e)1 A c P].
In what follows, we will want to distinguish ele­
ments of E by their paths in V(E). If E were not nil 
semi-simple, this would not be possible. But in a ring 
of the type we are considering we have
Theorem 1.4. Let a e E, b e E, and a 4 b. Then
there is a prime ideal P of E such that a + P 1= b + P.
Proof. If a 4= b, then a - b 4= 0, and a - b t /TUT$ 
so there is a prime ideal P of E with a - b & P. Hence 
a + P 4= b + P, and we are done.
How we are ready to define o-functions. For the 
remainder of the first two chapters let E be a fixed ring.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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let V = V(e ), and let = V^(E).
Definition 2. A function f : — >V is called a
g-function if it satisfies:
1) f(p) E E/E for all P e
2) f is continuous and closed»
Thus a g-function f is a homeomorphism of and f(V^); it 
is one-to-one because (E/p ) (1 (E/Q) = 0 if P 4= Q» The set
of all g-functions is called E,
The most obvious candidate for a g-function is a 
map p — 5> a + P for some fixed a e E„ We will first check 
that such maps are indeed g-functions.
Definition 3. For each a e E define f̂ :̂ ■— 5>V by
f_(p) = a + P for each P e V . f_ is called a
o. O &
function.
Theorem 1.5. Let a e E. Then f„ is a g-function.“     — — — —' " ' cA
Proof. Clearly satisfies condition l). For
condition 2), let E(b) be a subbasic open set in V. Then 
(f^)“^(E(b)) = {P E V I a + P E N(b)} = [P E V_l b t a + P}gL O O
= {P E I b - a è P} = N(b-a) n is open in Y^, so f̂ ^
is continuous. Let (P(b) PI be a subbasic closed set in
V^. Then f.((P(b) 0 = {a + p|p is a prime ideal of E,0 ^ 0
b e P }  = [a + p| P i s a  prime ideal of E and a + b e a + P} 
= (P(a) n (P(a+b) is closed in V. Thus f̂  ̂is closed. In 
fact, f„ is clearly a homeomorphism of (P(o) and<P(a).cl
To make E into a ring which contains E isomor­
phic ally as a subring, addition and multiplication will be
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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defined pointwise in terms of the operations on the quo­
tient rings S/p. We first check that this is possible for 
p ath fune t i ons,
Theorem 1.6. Let a e R and h e R. Then
1) fĝ  = f^ if and only if a = ho
2) The path function f = f has the property 
that f(p) = fĝ (p) + f^(p) for all P e
3) The path function g = f̂ ^̂  has the property that 
g(p) = f^(p)f^(p) for all P e V^o
Proof. If a = b, then clearly f̂  ̂= f^. Conversely,
if a 4= b, then by theorem 1.4 there is some P e such
that a + P 4= b + P. Thus f^CP) 1= f^(P) and f̂  ̂4= f^. To
prove 2) note that fĝ î̂ (P) = a + b + P = (a + P) + ( b + P )
= f_(p) + f,(p) for each P e V , Similar considerations a D o
hold for 3).
Thus we can define addition of path functions 
pointwise by saying (f̂  ̂+ f^)(p) = fĝ (p) + f^(p) for each 
P E V^, and by theorem 1.6 the result is another path 
function . The same holds for multiplication, and
it is clear that with these operations the subset of path 
functions of R constitutes a ring isomorphic with R via 
the correspondence a > f I t  will be shown in chapter 
II that these pointwise definitions yield a a-function 
if one starts with arbitrary a-functions. To prove this, 
it will first be useful to characterize arbitrary 
a-functions in such a way as to associate a finite subset
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of R with, each o-function f in a generalization of the way 
an element a e R is associated with f̂ .̂ This procedure 
requires the notion of irreducible subsets of .
Definition 4 . Let X be any topological space„ A 
non-empty subset T <= X is said to be irreducible if whenever 
and Gg are open subsets of X with T n G^ 4= jZ) and 
T n G2  4 0, then T fl G^ R G2  0» An equivalent formula­
tion is to say that the above holds for any two sets in some 
basis for the open sets of X.
An example of an irreducible subset of is {P}, 
for any P e We now show some elementary properties
of irreducible sets and characterize a special type of 
irreducible subset of .
Lemma 1.7. Let X and Y be topological spaces, and 
let T be irreducible in X. Then
1 ) T is also irreducible.
. n2) If T c= .y,P., and each F. is closed in X, then_L — ± 1 X
T e= for some i.
5) If f : X — > Y is continuous, then f(T) is
irreducible in Y.
4 ) If A is dense in T, then A is also irreducible. 
Proof. Let G^ and G2  be open in X with T R G^ 4= 0 
and T R G2  4= 0. If T R G^ = 0 then T c \G^ which is 
closed in X. But then T c so that T R G^ = 0, contra­
dicting the above. Hence T R G^ 4= 0, T R G2  4= 0, and 
T R G^ R G2  4* 0. Thus also T  R G^ R G2  4= 0, and T̂ is
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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irreducible.
nTo prove 2), suppose that T = with each F^
closed, but for each i, T 4̂  F^, Then T A (\F^) 4= 0 for
each i, and by induction T A ( 4= 0, since T is
irreducible and each \F^ is open» Hence T 4̂ "
n a contradiction. Therefore, 2) must be true.
3) and 4) likewise follow readily from the defini­
tion,
Theorem 1.8. For each a e V set T„ = (P s I .. -I, ■■ , o oc o
a «= P} , Then a set T «= is closed and irreducible if 
and only if T = T^ for some a e In this case, a = AT.
More generally, if T is any irreducible subset of , then 
a = AT is a prime ideal of R and T^ = T.
Proof. Let T be an irreducible subset of , and
let a = AT = A[P e I P e T], We claim that a is a prime
ideal of R, The Intersection of any non-empty collection 
of ideals of R is again an ideal of R, so a is clearly an 
ideal. Suppose a è a and b è a. Then there are prime 
ideals P and Q of R with P e T and Q e T such that a è P
Eind b è Q. Hence P e uCa) and Q e H(b). But T is irre­
ducible, T A (N(a) A V^) 4= 0, and T A (H(b) A V ) 4= 0;
so T A H(a) A N(b) 4 0. Let P* e T A N(a) A H(b). Then
a è P* and b è P*, so ab è P', Hence ab è a, since P “ e T.
Therefore, a is a prime ideal of R.
Let P e T. If a 4= P, then let a e a \ P „  Then
a è P so P e H(a). But P e T", so T A H(a) 4= 0. Let Q, e
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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T n N(a). Then a t Q and Q e To Hence a è a = HT, a 
contradiction. Thus a <= P and P e T^„ Conversely, let 
P e T^. Suppose that P e ITCe) for some set E = {e^, e2 > 
e^}o Then p n E = 0 s o a n E = 0  also. If T n N(E)
= 0, then T «= ^U^(P(e^), so by lemma 1.7 T c=(?(ê ) for some 
i. Hence e^ e a so that a 11 E 4= 0, a contradiction. So 
T n (h (e ) n V^) = T n H(e) 4= 0, and every basic neighbor­
hood of P intersects T. Hence P e T", and T^ = T.
For the first part, suppose T c is closed and 
irreducible. Then a = DT is a prime ideal of E and T = T
= T^. Notice that the closure of T in V is the same as a o
the closure of T in V, since = ^(o) is closed in V.
Conversely, Let a e . We need to show that T^
is closed and irreducible in 7 . Let G, = N(E) H 7 ando x  o
Gp = n (f ) n 7 be basic open subsets of 7 with T n G, 4=d. Çj O OC JL
0 and T^ n Gg 4= 0. Then T^ n N(e ) 4= 0 and T^ H n (f ) 4= 0,
and there is some P, e 7 and Po e 7 with a c: p , « c p_1 o d. o 1 c '
E n P^ = 0, and F f1 Pg = 0. Consequently, a e N(e) A N(f)
and T^ n G^ n G2  4= 0. Thus T^ is irreducible. Further,
suppose that P e 7^ \ T^. Then a 4= P, so let a e a\P. Now
a è P, so P E N(a), Furthermore, N(a) n T^ = 0, for if
Q E N(a), then a è Q, a 4= Q, and Q t T^. Hence P è T^.
Thus T^ (= T^ and T^ is closed,a a a
Finally, if T is irreducible and T = T^ for some 
a e 7^, then a = HT^ = AT. This completes the proof of 
the theorem.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Theorem 1.9. The maximal irreducihle subsets of 
are the sets T^, where a is a minimal prime ideal of E. 
The map a — >T^ is a one-to-one correspondence between the 
minimal prime ideals of R and the maximal irreducible sub­
sets of V^.
Proof. Let T be a maximal irreducible subset of 
Then T is irreducible and T <= T; so T = T and T is 
closed. Thus T = T^ for some a e Suppose there is
some P E with P = a. Then T^ <= Tp, so T^ = Tp and 
P E T^. Hence a <= P and a = P. Therefore, a is a minimal 
prime ideal of R.
Conversely, let a be a minimal prime ideal of R.
Let T be an irreducible subset of with T^ c T. Then 
T^ <= T = Tp, where P = flT, Hence a £ Tp and P <= a. But
a is minimal so that a = P. Thus T cr = T^ and T = T^ »
whence T_ is maximal, oc
Let A denote the collection of minimal prime ideals 
of R. Por each a e A, T^ is a maximal irreducible subset 
of V^. Moreover, if T^ = To then a c= P and P = a so thatO (X p
a = P. Thus the map a — > T^ is injective. But if T is any 
maximal irreducible subset of , then T = T^ for some 
a  E A; so the map is also surjective. Hence it is a one-to- 
one correspondence between A and the collection of maximal 
irreducible subsets of V^, and the theorem is proved.
Notice that the collections above are non-empty| 
each P E is seen to contain some minimal prime ideal
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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by use of Zorn' s lemma. With, the aid of maximal irreduci­
ble subsets of and minimal prime ideals of R we will be­
gin to characterize arbitrary a-functions.
Let f be any fixed a-function, and let S = range f 
= f(V^). If P e V^, then l t P s o l + P 4 P .  Therefore,
Cp, 1 + P} + S, since f(Q) e E/P only if Q = Pj so we have 
that S 4= V. Pick an arbitrary element X e V\S„ Since S 
is closed, there is a finite subset E = {a^, a2 , ..., a^} 
of E such that X e N(e) and II(e) 0 3 = 0. Assume that E 
is a minimal set with these properties. Since E(0) 0 S 
= S 4 0, clearly E 4= 0.and n > 1. If Y e S, then Y è 1T(E) 
so that E 0 Y & 0. Thus a^ e Y for some i. But Y = f(p)
for some P e so Y = a. + P for some P e V , and so
nY e tf*(â ). In other words, S = ^ U ^ ( P ( , Notice that 
8 0(Ka^) 4= 0 for each i, since we could otherwise eliminate 
each a^ from E that gives S 0 <P(a^) = 0, and E would still 
have all of the properties above, contradicting the mini­
mality of E.
Let a E A. Then T^ is a maximal irreducible subset
of . But f(T^) <= S c ^U^(P(a^), and f (T^) is irreducible 
in V by lemma 1.7. Therefore, f(T ) = (P(a.) for some i by 
the same lemma. Hence f(p) = a^ + P whenever a c P. Since 
each P e contains a minimal prime ideal, we have that for 
each P E V^, f(p) = a^ + P for some a^ e E.
In fact, there is a finite set (A^, Ag, ..., A^} of 
ideals of E with f(p) = a^ + p whenever P => A^ and such
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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that each P e V contains some A.. To see this, for eacho 1
i E Cl» n], where [1, n] denotes {1, 2, n}, let =
{a e a I f(Tĝ ) <= (P(a^)3, = f^^CfCa^)), and =
n{a e a [ a e Aĵ } . Notice that for each a e A, f(T^) c P(a^)
nfor some i as mentioned above ; so A = .U,A. and each a e Ax=i X
is in some set A^,
Furthermore, each A^ is a proper ideal of E, For 
this it is sufficient that each collection A^ be non­
empty, Suppose that for some i, f (T^) c (PCâ )̂ for no a e A „ 
Let E' = E \Ca^}, Then N(e) c= nCE» ) so X e nCe"), Also 
N(E*) n 8 = 0, for if f(p) e N(E') n 8, then let a e A 
with a «= P. This gives that E* fl f(p) = 0 so f (p) = a . +U
P only for j = i . But f(T ) <= <P(a.) for some j and thent* d
f(p) = a. + P for this j. Hence j = i and f (T ) c= (p(a. ),u ( X X
a contradiction, 8o in fact N(E* ) fl 8 = 0, contradicting 
the minimality of E. Thus for each i e [1, n], f(T^) <=
(P(â ) for some a e A, and so each A^ 4= 0, whence A^ is a
proper ideal of R for each i. We now find some additional
information about the sets Â ,̂ D^, and A^ „
Theorem 1,10. For any i e [1, n], {P E I A^ <= P]
= nCjj.yi(PC‘b^) I m > 1, b^ E R for each k, and e A^}
Proof. Since f is continuous, = f“^((P(a^)) is
closed in both and V, Thus is the intersection of
all basic closed sets which contain it; i.e., D. = 
m _. m ^
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Let F = {"b̂ , b2 » ...» be a finite subset of R
such that b = . % b, t A . , Then there is some a e A. withk=l k 1 1
b è a. Thus b^ è a for all k, and a D F = 0 so that
a e H(f ). But a e A. so that f(T^) <= lP(a. ), hence T «=X a 1 oc
f"^(f(T )) (= f"^((P(a. )) = D. , and a e D. n R(f) 4 0.
m mTherefore, + \N(f ) = * and so = ^U^(P(b^)
mimplies that G A^, We get then that
 ̂ ^y^P(b^)} c k^l^k  ̂ ' Hence
nCktiPCbk)! e A^3 = n [ J / ( V l  d . = = d ..
To get the stated equality, let P e with A^ c= P„
mLet F = {b^, bg» ...» b^} = E such that a A^, Then
mk=l^k ^ GO b^ e P for some k. This gives that
P n F 4 0 and P è K(f ). Hence P e \N(f ) = ^^U^f(b^),
and so P e I k=l^k ^ • Conversely, let
P E I k=l^k  ̂ • ^ben P e so P e V^. For
any b = b^ e A^ we have that P e = (P(b^), and b e P
Therefore, A^ c: p and P e [P E I A^ <= p] «
Theorem 1.11. ~ (a E AI A^ <= a}, and ~
{0}.
Proof. Let a e  A with A^ c: a« Then a e b y  the
last theorem. In fact, A^ <= p for all P e T^, and so T^ 
c= D^. Thus f(Tĝ ) c= f(D^) = f(f“^((Ka^))) c (P(â ), and 
a E A^. Conversely, let a e A^. Then A^ = flÂ  <= a.
Therefore, = {a e a I A^ c= a] as asserted,
HFor the second part, suppose 4= {O}. Then let
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b± e for each i e Cl, n] such that 4= O. By lemma
1.3 there is some P e V such that . h. è P. Thus we getO 1 —X 1
P n {b^, b2 , ...» b^} = 0, since P is an ideal. But P e
for some a s A, and f(T^) <=z iP(â ) for some ij so a e
for some i. It follows that <= a by the first part of
this theorem, and so Â  ̂c p. Hence b^ e P, a contradic-
ntion. Therefore, = £0}.
Theorem 1.12. For each (i,j) e [1, n]x [l, n], 
ai - a^ e /A^ + Â ..
Proof. If this were not so, then by lemma 1,2 
there would be a prime ideal P with /ST + A . <= P andX J
a. - a. è P for some pair (i, j ). But then A. c= P so thatX Q X
P G D.. Likewise P G D .. Hence we would have f(p) = a. + PX J X
and f(p) = a. + P also, giving a. - a. e P, But this is ad X J
contradiction.
With the a-function f has thus been associated a 
finite set of elements £a^| i e [1, n]} and a correspond­
ing set [A^i i e Cl, n]} of proper ideals of R such that
A. = £0 } and a. - a. e /A. + A . for each pair (i,j),
X ̂  X X X Q X ^
Notice that this set of ideals has the property that was
promised. If P is arbitrary in V^, then a cz p for some a
nG A, and A = i^i^i that a g A^ for some i. Hence by 
theorem 1.11, A^ c= a cz p and A^ cz p for some i. Moreover, 
for any i such that A^ cz p we get that P g by theorem
1,10; hence f(p) = a^ + P. It will now be shown that these
properties characterize a-functions completely.
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Theorem 1.13. For each o-function f, there are 
finite sequences i G Cl, n]) and {â  1 i e [1, n]] of
ideals and elements of R such that
1) ill'll = {0}»
2) a. - a. e /îT +~ 1. for each (i, j).
X J X J
3) f(p) = a^ + P whenever P e and <= p„ 
Conversely, whenever sequences i s [1, n]3 and {â I
i e Cl» n]} of ideals and elements of R satisfy conditions 
l) and 2) ahove, then 3) defines a a-function f.
Proof. As remarked above, the last three theorems 
yield the first part of this theorem.
Conversely, suppose sequences {Â | i e Cl» n]} and
{â l i e Cl» n]3 satisfy l) and 2) above. Then:
f given by 3) is a well-defined function. To see 
this, suppose A. c= p and A , «= p for some pair (i, j) . We
X J
must show that a. + p = a' + P. But A. + A . <= p and P isX J X J
a prime ideal, so /IT + A . c= /p = p and a. - a. e P.
X J X J
Therefore, a. + P = a. + P and f is well-defined.^ Ü
Domain f = . Let P s If A^ 4: p for each i,
n n . .then let b. e A . \ P for each i. Then .%.b. e . A. = 1.0],
X X X —' X X X — X Xnso = 0 e P. Hence b^ e P for some i, a contradic­
tion. Thus A^ cr p for some i e Cl» n] so that f is defined
at P. We have then that f : — >V.
f(p) E R/P for each P e V^. This is clear from 3).
f is continuous. For this, it is sufficient to 
show that f”^(<P(b)) is closed in V for every subbasic
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closed set (P(b) in V, Let ^(b) be an arbitrary subbasic
closed set in V. Let P e f~^(lP(b)); i.e., f(p) = b + P.
Let c= p, Then f(p) = a^ + P' also, so b - a^ e P. Let
a £ A^. Then a e P so that P e (P(a). Thus P e (P(a) for
each a e A . , and P e (pCb-i-aJ) n ( fl (P(a)) = 8 . . So P en ' aeA. ^
nConversely, let P e S = « Then for some i we
have P e S^. If a e A^, then P e (P(a) so that a e P| thus 
A^ c: p and f(p) = a^ + P. But P e (P(h-a^) also, so a^ + P 
= b  + P and f(p) = b + P. Hence P e f^^CPCb)). Therefore, 
f~^((P(b)) = S, Clearly, S is closed in V and S c= thus
S is closed in V^, whence f""̂ ((P(b) ) is closed in 7^. Hence
f is continuous.
f is closed. Since f is injective, to show f is 
closed it is sufficient to show that f(7^ n (P(b)) is 
closed in 7 for every subbasic closed subset 7^ 0 (P(b) of
7^. Let 7^ n (P(b) be any such set, Por each i e [1 , n],
let S. = (P(a. ) n (^n. {p(a.+b+a)) and let S = . U^S. . S isJ- 1 SLCil^ X X — X X
clearly closed in 7,
We claim that S = f(7^ n (P(b))„ Por let X e Sj
then X G Sĵ  for some i, so X e ^(a^) and X = a^ + P for
some P e 7^. Let a e A^. Then X e f(a^+b+a) so a^ + b +
a + P = a ^ + P = X  for all a e A^. Hence b + a e P for
all a e A^. In particular, 0 e A^ so that b e P„ Hence 
X = a^ + a + P = a^ + P for all a e A^, and s o  A^ <3 p„
Thus f(p) = a^ + P = X, and X = f(p) e f(7^ n Kb)), since
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b e Po
Conversely, let X = f(p) e f(V^ A f(b)j, where 
P e n P(b). Let <= p„ Then X = f(p) = + P and
X e (P(a )̂, Further, let a e A^ , Then a e P and b s P, so 
X = a^ + P = a^ + b + a + P and X e (P(a^+b+a)c Hence
X G 8. and X e .9,8. = 8. Thus fCv A K b ) )  = S and
JL *** A» JL. Ly
f(V^ n lP(b)) is closed in Vo Hence f is closed. Therefore, 
f is a a-function as asserted. This completes the proof 
of the theorem.
Remark. Notice that in showing that an arbitrary 
a-function f has the form given in the last theorem, no 
use was made of the fact that f was closed other than to
get the set E with X e N(e ) and range f A N(E) = 0. But
this can be done if we only assume that range f is not 
dense in V. Therefore, any continuous function f: V^ — > V 
which has non-dense range and satisfies condition l) of 
definition 2 satisfies also the conditions of theorem 1.13; 
by the second part of the theorem it must be a a-function.
In particular, if range f is closed, then it is non-dense 
and the above goes through. Conversely, if f is any 
a-function, then f closed implies range f is closed and 
thus also non-dense. We thus have two equivalent formula­
tions for a-functions„
Theorem 1.14. Let f: V^ — >V. Then f is a a- 
function if and only if it satisfies conditions l) and 2") 
below, and also if and only if it satisfies conditions l)
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axLd 2”)o
l) f(p) E R/P for all P e
2®) f is continuous and has a non-dense range„
2”) f is continuous and has a closed range„
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CHAPTER II 
THE RING R
To make R into a ring, it must first be shown that 
the pointwise addition and multiplication of two functions 
yield functions which are also in R. This is done by 
using the characterization of o-functions which was devel­
oped in the preceding chapter.
Theorem 2.1. Let f e R and g e R. Define f + g :
— > V by (f+g)(p) = f(p) + g(p) for each P e  V^, where
the addition on the right is that of R/P. Similarly, 
define fg: — > V by (fg)(p) = f(p)g(p). Then f + g and
fg are also a-functions.
Proof. Let {A^| i e [1, n]} and fâ l i e [1, n]}
define f according to theorem 1,13. Let {B. 1 j e [1, m]}
d
and {b.l j e [1, m]} similarly define g. Set C= . = A, +
d  X  J  X
B . and c. . = a. + b. for each (i, j) e [1, n] x [1, m] .
d  ^ d  ^  d
We first claim that  ̂ = {0}, where the product
is taken over all (i,j) e [1, n]x [1, m], To see this,
let P E and choose (i, j ) so that Â  ̂c p and B^ <= P.
Then 0. . "= P. But P is an ideal so TiC. . c= p. Therefore,
^  d  ^  d
<= n{p| P  e Vq} = {0}.
Second, notice that c. . - c,_ = (a. + b .) - (a, +X Q ivX X Q K1
= (a^ - aĵ ) + (bj - b^) e /A^ + A^ + /B^ + B^ <=
/Ai + + Bj + j + for each (i, j) and (k,r)
in [1, n] X [1, m] o
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If some ideal C.. = R, then it can be deleted from ̂J
the collection {C. . I (i, j) e [1, n]/ [1, m]}, and we will
still have %G.. = {0], where the product is now taken over^ J
the ideals which are not so deleted. Certainly not all 
of the ideals will be removed; for if P e then 0^^ <= P 
for some (i, j) so that 4= R for this (i, j). Hence we
may assume that (G. .1 (i, j) e [1, n] x []_, m]} is a non-1  J
empty collection of proper ideals of R, and by theorem
1,13 a a-function h is defined by setting h(p) = c.. + P1 3
whenever Ĝ ĵ = P. It is readily verified that h(p) = f(p) 
+ g(p) for each P e . Therefore f + g = h, and f + g is 
a o-function.
For the product fg, set G.. = A + B. as before,
J- J X J
but this time set c. . = a.b . for each (i, j). Then TtC. . =
X J X J X J
Co] as before. We also have that ” ®-]j-  ̂ and
bj - b^ G /Bj + for each (i, j) and (k, r) in [1, n]X 
Cl, m] , Hence (â  ̂- a^)b^ = a^bj - â b̂̂  e /A^ +' A^, and
&]̂ (bj - b^) = a^bj - a^b^ e . Therefore,
“la - “kr = + (a^bj - a^b^) e
,/T— r-K  ̂+ /bj + c  ✓Ai + ' <^^13 * ^kr
each (i, j) and (k, r). So as above these sequences also 
define a o-function h”. It is also easily verified that 
h”(P) = f(p)g(p) for each P e V^„ Therefore, h” = fg is 
a o-function also.
Now we can show that R actually constitutes a ring 
(in our original sense).
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Theorem 2.2. The collection R of all a~fimctions, 
with the operations that have been defined above, is a 
ring.
Proof. The commutative and associative laws for
addition and multiplication and the distributive law hold 
in E because they hold in each ring R/P for each P e 
It is easily seen that the path functions fg and f^ are 
respectively additive and multiplicative identities.
For additive inverses, let f be a o-function and 
let f be defined by sequences {A^| i e [1, n]] and 
{a^l i e [1, n]} according to theorem lol3. For each 
i e Cl, n] set = A^ and b^ = -a^. These new sequences 
clearly satisfy the conditions of theorem l.l3 also, so a 
new a-function -f is defined by setting (-f)(p) = b^ + P = 
-a^ + P = + p) = -(f(p)) whenever = A^ c= P. Now
-f is clearly an additive inverse for f. Hence R is at 
least a commutative ring with identity.
It remains to show that R is nil semi-simple. Sup­
pose that P = {f e r! f(p) = P} is a prime ideal of R for 
each P e . Actually, we will prove a much more compre- 
hensive result below in theorem 2.4. Thus if some f e R 
is in every prime ideal of R, then f e P for each P e 
in particular. But this says that f(p) = P for all P e 
It follows that f = fQ and flCQl Q is a prime ideal of R} = 
Cfgj, the zero ideal of R, whence R is nil semi-simple by 
lemma 1.3.
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Closure properties of R . We will turn now to an
investigation of E. It will be shown that E is a "closure"
of E in the sense that E E. Using this result, and the 
characterization of o-functions developed in the first 
chapter, we will find conditions that E is itself "closed"; 
i.e., that E = E. We begin with
Theorem 2.5. The map Y: E — > E given by Y (a) = f̂  ̂
is an isomorphism of E into E, and for each f e E there is 
a finite set {a^l i e [1 , n]} such that  ̂ = ^0 °
Hence defining E' = Y(r ) es R, we have that R is an inte­
gral extension of E*,
Proof. The first statement is simply a reformula­
tion of theorem 1 .6 . Let f e E and let I i e  [1, n] ) 
and {a^l i e [1, n]} be defining for f. Let P E and
A c p. Then (f-f^ )](p) = (f-f„ )(p)[ j (f-f^ )(P)]a 1 - 1 â. i4=j
= C(a + p) + (-a. + P)][ u (f-f_ )(P)]J 0 ifj
= (0 + P)[ Tf (f-f^ )(P)] = 0 + P = f^(p). Hence if j 1 ^
Theorem 2.4. There is a one-to-one correspondence 
between V^(R) and V^(r). Specifically, P = {f e R| f(p) = 
P} is a prime ideal of E for each P e V^(E), Q' = {a e R| 
fĝ  e Q} is a prime ideal of R for each Q e V^(R), and Q' =
Q and P* = P for each Q e V^(r) and each P e V^(r), Pair-
ing the prime ideals in this way, we have R/P as R/ p for 
each P E V^(E).
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Proof. Let P e and let f e P, g e P, and
h e R, Suppose that h(p) = a + P. Then (f-g)(p) = 
f(p) - g(p) = P - P = P ,  s o f - g e P .  Also (fh)(p) = 
f(p)h(p) = (O + P)(a + P) = 0 + P = P, and so fh e P.
Hence P is an ideal of E. On the other hand, suppose that
f t p  and g t P. Let f(p) = a + P and g(p) = b + P. Then 
a è P and b t P so that ab t P. Hence (fg)(p) = f(p)g(p) = 
(a + P)(b + p) = ab + P 4= P. Therefore fg t P and P is a
prime ideal of R. (This is enough to complete the proof
of theorem 2.2.)
How let Q e V^(r ), and let a e Q ’, b e Q" and
c e R. Then f = f — f^ e Q, — Q = Q so a — b e .
Also, = fĝ f̂  e Q so ac E Q ’ . Hence Q' is an ideal of
R. But if a t Q' and b t Q' , then f̂  ̂t Q and f^ t Q so
that fĝ  ̂ = fĝ f̂  t Q Eind ab t Q" . Therefore, Q' is a prime
ideal of R. It is clear that the operations ’ and ̂  yield
proper ideals from proper ideals; for if a t P then
f^(p) 4= P, and if f, t Q then 1 t Q* .
d i X
If P e V^(r ), then first notice that fĝ  e P if and 
only if fĝ (p) = a + P = P, and this is so if and only if
a E P. So we get P “ = {a e R| fĝ  e P} = {a e R| a e P}
= P.
Let Q E V^(r), To show that = Q is somewhat
more difficult. First we pick f arbitrary in Q and let 
{A^l i E Cl, n]} and [â l i e [1, n]3 define f. For each 
i such that A. Q*, pick some element t, e A.\ Q". Then
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for each, i e [1, ni we set:
a. ' = a  ̂if c= Q* or a^ è Q'
a.' = a. + t. if A. + Q' and a. e Q ‘, 1 1 1 1  1
It is clear that the sequences (Â  ̂I i e [1 , n] and 
{a^’I i E [1 , n] also satisfy conditions l) and 2 ) of 
theorem 1.13 because t^ is always chosen in A^. Hence 
these sequences define a a-function f', But let P e V^(E) 
and choose A^ = P. If A^ c Q' or a^ è Q', then f'(p) = 
a '̂ + P  = + p = f (p). Otherwise A^ Q' and â  ̂ e Q' ,
and in this case f ' (p) =sl^* + P = a^ + t^^+P = a ^ + P  = 
f(p) also, since t^ £ A^ c= p. Therefore, f = f“ and f is 
defined also by the sequences [Â  ̂| i e [1 , n]} and 
{a^*I i E [1 , n]}.
Now t )  =  f Q  e Q» and Q is a prime ideal,
so f - f. , E Q for some i. But f e Q also, so f_ , e QoUf a^
Hence â * E Q' . If A^ 4: Q* and a^ e Q ‘ , then t^ = a^“ -
e Q' , a contradiction. Thus A^ c: Q' or â  ̂ è Q' „ But
if a^ è Q', then â ' = a^ è Q', a contradiction. So A^ c
Q' and f(Q') = a. ' + Q' = Q' , whence f e Q,’ , So Q <= Q ’ ,
Conversely, let f be arbitrary in Q', and let
sequences (Â l̂ i e [1, n]} and [â l i e [1, nl} define f.
Choose a sequence {a/ | i e [1, n]] with respect to Q* as
above. Then the new sequences also define f as before,
Now .%.(###_ ,) = f^ E Q, and Q is a prime ideal of R, so
f - f_ , e Q for some i. Thus f - f^ , e Q “ and f„ , e Q ”,®-i ^i ^i
So we see that a." + Q' = f ,(Q") = Q*, and a." e Q'„X 1
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Hence , e Q and f = ( f - f ^  o) + f. , e Q. SoQ' = Q,^  a±
and Q' = Q.
To show that the quotient rings are isomorphic, let 
P G V^(E) and map Y : E/P — > E/ P, where Y is given by 
Y(a + p)=fg^ + p‘ for each a + P e E/P.
Suppose a + P = h + p. Then ( a - h ) + P  = P s o  f =
✓N /\ /\P, and G P. Thus + P = + P whenever
a + p = h + P, and we see that Y as given above is a gen­
uine mapping.
If Y(a + P) = Y(b + P), then f̂  ̂+ P = f^ + 9; so
f_ -u = E Hence f_ . (p) = (a - b) + P = P soa— D a b  a— b
that a - b e P, Consequently, a + P = b + P, and Y is
/\injective. On the other hand, if f + P is arbitrary in
E/ "p, then let {Â | i e [1 , n]} and {a l̂ i e [1, n]} define
f. Then c P for some i, so f(p) = a^ + P„ We claim
that f + P = f_ + P. To see this notice that (f - f_ )(p)^i ^i
= f(p) - f^ (P) = (a. + P) - (a, + P) = P so that f - f„ct. 1 1 d.
G P. Hence Y(a. + p) = f + p = f + p. Therefore, Y isX & *X /X xsa one-to-one correspondence of E/P and E/ P.
Last, let a + P and b + P be arbitrary in E/Po
Then Y(a + p) + Y(b + P) = (f̂  ̂+ P) + (f^ + P) = (f̂  ̂+ f^)
+ P = f^^^ + P = Y ( a + b  +P) = Y((a+P) + Cb +P)), and
Y(a + p)Y(b + P) = (f^ + P)(f. + P) = f̂ f, + P = f̂ -. + p =a b a b ab
Y(ab + p) = Y((a + p)(b + P)). Therefore, Y is an iso- 
morphism of E/P and E/ p as asserted. The theorem has 
thus been proved.
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Now we introduce a map from v Cr ) to V(e ), which
turns out to be the same as Q — restricted to V^(R)
and the inverse of the map Y of the last theorem when
restricted to R/ P. The map is shown to be a homeomor-
^  Aphism, and it induces an isomorphism of R and R„
Theorem 2.9. V(r) and V(e) are homeomorphic via 
the mapping cp: V(r) — > V(R) given by q>(x) = {a e R| f̂  ̂e X} 
for each X e V(r) , Since cp(Q) = Q* for each Q e V^Cr), it
follows that (p|y is a homeomorphism of V^(R) and V^(R),
Proof. Surely cp is a well-defined function of some 
sort, but we are not yet assured that its range is in V(R)„ 
To do this we will first find a more convenient formula 
for computing cp(x). By theorem 2.4 an arbitrary X e V(r )
has the form X = f + P, where f e R and P e V^Cr ). Let
fCp) = c + P and we obtain
op(X) = cpCf + P) = {a e Rl f̂  ̂e f + P}
= {a e Rl (f - f^) £ P}
a i
= £ a e R |  a s c  + P] = c +  P = f(p).
Clearly cp(x) e V(r ) as we wish; moreover, cp(f + p) = f(p) 
is the natural way to compute cp. Even easier, for f + Q 
arbitrary in V(R) we find that qp(f + Q) = cp(f + Q* ) =
f(Q* ) . Notice that cp(Q) = Q' for all Q e V (r).o '
To show cp is a bisection, suppose cp(f + Q) =
cp(g + H) ; i.e., f (Q') = g(H'). We must have Q* = H ’,
Q = H, and (f - g)(Q*) = Q*. This gives that f - g e Q ’ , 
whence f + Q = g + Q = g + H, and cp is injective.
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Moreover, if a + P is arbitrary in V(r ) we see that
cp(f + p) = f (p) = a + P so that cp is a snrjection.
Since cp is a bisection we need only consider sub- 
basic closed sets to verify that cp is a homeomorphism »
But
cp((P(f )) = CcpCf + Q)[ Q is a prime ideal of H]
= {f(Q*)I Q* is a prime ideal of R}
= f(v„)
is closed in V(r ) for every subbasic closed set (P(f) of 
V(r ), since each corresponding f is a closed map. Simi­
larly, it is easily seen that cp”^((P(a)) = (P(fĝ ) for every 
subbasic closed set ^(a) of V(R). Thus cp is a homeomor­
phism as claimed, and we are done.
Since the spaces V(r ) and V(r ) are essentially the 
same, it is not surprising that the ring R determined by 
V(r ) is the same as the ring R determined by V(r )„ We now 
demonstrate this.
Theorem 2,6. The rings R and R are isomorphic.
^  /Proof. We use the mapping cp above. If g e R (.i.e.,
g is a o-function for R), then g: V^(r ) — 5>V(r ). So for
any P e V^(R), cp"^(p) e V^(r ), g(cp"^(p)) e V(r ) , and
cpCgCcp^^Cp))) e V(r ). The natural mapping from R to R
would seem to be obtained then by setting gT = T(g) =
qjogocp”^ for each g e R. Certainly gT : V^(R) — 5>V(r ) for 
Aany g e R.
Moreover, it is easily verified that for any
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P e V^(r ), gT(p) = f(p) for any f e R such that g(p) = 
f + P, whence condition l) of o-functions for gT follows 
from the fact that the function f has this property. Fur­
ther, since g is continuous and closed and cp and cp  ̂are 
homeomorphisms, gT must he continuous and closed for each
g E R. Therefore, T: R — >R.
/\Suppose that f e R and P is a prime ideal of R.
This implies that f « cp) (p) = (cp“^-f)(p) = cp"^(f(p)) =
f + P = g^(P), since cp(f + P) = f(p). So if f is fixed
while P varies, we see that cp~̂ ®f»cp = g»; consequently g«T
—1 ^  ^= cpoĝ ocp = f for each f e R, and T maps R onto R.
Recall that the natural injection f -— > g^ of R into
AR must he an isomorphism. But if g is arbitrary in R and
gT = f e R, then g = cp (cpog»cp )̂»cp = cp f» cp = g^ so
Athat the only functions in R are the path functions g^.
We conclude that this natural injection must he an iso-
morphism of R and all of R; thus T is also an isomorphism,
since it is clearly the inverse of the injection f — ^g„„
ASo R — R as stated,
Notice that the proofs of theorems 2,3 to 2.6, with 
minor changes, remain valid when R is replaced hy any suh- 
ring S of R such that S => R ’ = {fĝ l a s R} „ Thus we actu- 
ally have the stronger closure property that R es S for any 
ring S with R' <= S = R,
We pause here to ask in what sense R is the ring 
determined hy the prime ideal structure of R. This is
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true of course in the sense that it is determined from the 
space V(R), which in turn is determined (partially) by the 
prime ideal structure of E, Moreover, by theorem 2.4 it 
has the same prime ideal structure as R in such a compre­
hensive sense that it yields the same space as R and thus 
gives us back an identical third-order ring in theorems 
2,5 and 2.6. The hitch, however, is that the space v Cr ) 
seems also to depend partially on the elements of R. This 
gives us the natural correspondences (i.e. , a — > f̂ )̂ which 
have greatly aided us so far. We would like to get some 
results in a more general setting.
Consider, for example, the
Conjecture. Let R and S be two rings. Then there 
is an order-preserving bijection Y: V^(r ) — >V^(S) such 
that R/P SB S/Y(p) for each P e V^(R) if and only if R a= S.
Notice first that we have already shown the "if” 
part of this; for if R s- s then there is such a bijection 
for R and S, and there are also such correspondences for R 
and R and for S and S by theorem 2.4. It is easily shown 
that the correspondence of 2.4 is order-preserving. So by 
composition we can get such a correspondence for R and S.
Secondly, notice that we cannot put R s: S in this 
conjecture. It will be shown in the third chapter that 
there is a ring R not isomorphic with R. But these two 
rings do have the same prime ideal structure as formulated 
in the conjecture. However, since R a= R, such rings do
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not offer a counterexample to the above.
Notice, thirdly, that the "only if" part is true 
for integral domains, since {0 } is a prime ideal in this 
case. Thus by the order-preserving condition we are asiim- 
ing that R ss R/{0} s: 8/(0} 2: 8 , In fact, in this case we 
can substitute the conclusion R 2= 8 . Now it would seem 
that we constructed the ring R precisely to take care of 
the case that the rings are not integral domains 5 i.e., 
that we have found the ring R to generalize what is a 
theorem for integral domains to a wider theorem, replacing 
rings with their "''-closures ", which holds for the wider 
class of commutative nil semi-simple rings with identity.
However, it is not known whether this conjecture is 
true. The major difficulty is in showing that the spaces 
V(r) and V(s) are homeomorphic, Nor the case of R and R 
we have that the isomorphisms R/P —> R/ P are "compatible" 
as we range over P e V(r) in the sense that if a + P — $> f 
+ P for some prime ideal P, then a + Q, — > f + Q for every 
prime ideal Q, We certainly would not want to assume such 
a strong compatibility as this for R and 8 above since we 
would then have, to begin with, a map from R to S or vice 
versa analogous to a — > f̂ ,̂ and this is getting ^way from 
the prime ideal structure.
However, a more likely conjecture would include 
some sort of compatibility condition. Merle Manis has 
suggested adding the condition that there is some given
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set {Yp: R/P — > 8/Y(p)I P e Y^(e )} of isomorphisms such 
that whenever P <= Q, then the diagram
R/P ’̂ P^ S/Y(p)
nat nat,
E/Q 2 ^  8/Y(Q)
commutes. The truth of this conjecture is likewise un­
known. He has also pointed out that this modified conjec­
ture is not true in the case of primes. The prime struc­
ture of the integers and nationals is the same with respect 
to all of these conditions, hut "Z s= Z 4= Q, 2= This clear­
ly does not offer a counterexample to our conjecture, how­
ever, since these systems are both integral domains. What 
happens is that [0} is a prime ideal but not a prime.
Failing in the preceding problem, we can yet go 
back and find more information about R for some fixed ring 
Ro Conditions will now be found that R e- R, We start 
with
Theorem 2.7. Let f be a o-function in R„ Then 
f è {fĝ l a e R} if and only if f is defined by sequences 
{A^l i E [1, n]3 and (a^! i e [1, n]3 of ideals and elements 
of R satisfying
1 ) [ 03 c
2 ) a. - a . e /A + At for all (i, j j.
■J- (J -L J
3) a. - a. è /AT + /AT for some (i, j).X J X J
Proof. Suppose that f is defined by some sequences 
satisfying the above conditions. We want to show that f
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is not a path function. Suppose, to the contrary, that 
f = fĝ  for some a e R„ We have then that f(p) = a + P =
+ P and a^ - a e P whenever <= It follows that
a^ - a e n{P e V^(p)I c p] for each i s [1, n]. But if
â  ̂- a t /ST for some i, lemma 1.2 tells us that there is
a prime ideal P of R with A^ «= P and â  ̂- a è P. Conse­
quently, a. - a G /ST for each i e [1, n]. Thus a, - a . =i l  1 J
(a. - a) - (a . - a) e /ST + /ST for each Ci, j), contra-1 J  ̂ o
dieting condition 3) above. Therefore, f cannot be a path
function.
Conversely, suppose that f is not a path function. 
Theorem 1.13 guarantees that f is defined by sequences 
satisfying at least the first two conditions. Choose se­
quences CA^I i e [1, n]} and [a^| i e [1, n]} which define 
f such that n is minimal. It is clear that n > 2f since
h = 1 obviously impies that f is a path function; namely,
Row notice that we may assume that the ideals A^
are radical ideals. For if not, then . A. = {0} if and1—1 1
only if . %./5T = [O], /T. + A . = //5T + /AT for each1 1 1  1 Q 1 Q
(i, j ), and A^ <= p if and only if &/AT c p for any prime
ideal P of R and any i e [1, n]. That is, the sequence of
radicals defines the same a-function as the original se­
quence ,
We claim that condition 5) must hold for such a 
minimal sequence defining f. In particular, suppose that
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- & 2 G + Ag. Let + bg,
where b^ e A^ and bg a A^» Then let b“ = a^ - b^ =
^2 '*’ ^2* Consider the sequence B' = A^A2 » = A^ for i =
3, 4, n of ideals of R and the sequence b" , b̂  ̂ = â
for i = 3, 4, .,o» n of elements of R. Using the defining 
property of prime ideals, it is clear that ^^^2 and
only if A^ <= P or A2 cz P for any P e V^(r) „
We show that these new sequences must define a 
cr-function. Certainly B"  ̂ {̂ 0} at least,
Moreover, b. - b. = a. - a. e /ÏT +" AI = /F! + B . at least ̂Ü ^ J  ̂ J J
for i > 3 and g ̂  3. Since b “ - b® = 0 e /E*' " +' , and
b ' - b. E (/F’ + B7 for i > 3 if and only if b. - b" e1 1. —  ‘' X
/Bĵ  + B* , we need only show that b^ ~ b “ £ +.W~ for
each i ^ 3. So suppose that b^ ” b® è /A^ ”+ A^A^ for some
i > 3. Then by lemma 1.2 there is some P e V^(r ) with — o
/a^ + A^A2 c P and b^ ~ b' è P. Row A^ c p, and without 
loss of generality we can conclude from the remark above 
that A^ c P. Hence f(p) = a^ + P = a^ + P, and a^ - a^ e
P. But bĵ  - b® = a^ - (a^ - b^) = (a - a^) + b^ and
bf £ Af c= p. Consequently, b^ - b “ e P, a contradiction. 
Note that we could similarly have used a2 and b2 if we had 
assumed that A2 <= P.
Theorem l.l3 now tells us that a o-function f® is 
defined by these new sequences. Further, let P e V̂ (R.-’.
If A. c= p for some i > 3, then f ' (p) = b. + p = a. + p =X ~ I X *
f(p). otherwise A^ c= p or A2 <= P so that B® = A^A2 = P.
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Without loss of generality we may suppose that ci p, 
whence it follows that f(p) = + P and f ' (p) = b ” + P =
a^ - b^ + P. However, b^ e A^ <= p so that a^ + P = a^ = b̂  
+ P and f(p) = f’(p) in this case also. Therefore f = f' 
and f is defined by sequences of n - 1 ideals and elements, 
but this contradicts the minimality of n„ Thus a^ - ag i: 
after all so that condition 5) holds in particu­
lar for i = 1 and j = 2 with any minimal sequences using
radical ideals which define f„ This completes the proofs 
Notice that when a minimal choice is made for any 
a-function and the radical ideals are substituted as above, 
then we will have a. - a. è A. + A. for all Ci, j) sX X ^
[1, n]X [1, n] with i & j by repeating the above argument 
for an arbitrary such pair (i, j). (Por a path function 
minimality obtains when n = 1, and we never have i & j ̂ J 
Thus we have actually proved the stronger result :
Theorem 2.8. E 4= {f̂ Î a £ R} if and only if there 
is a sequence of radical ideals of R and a sequence of 
elements of R with length n > 2 such that
1) ill'll = (03.
2) a. - a, e + A . \(A + A f o r  all (i, j) eX J X J X J
[1, n] X [1, n] such that i 4= j.
Moreover, in this case each a-function which is not a path 
function is defined by such a sequence, but no path func­
tion is so defined»
Notice further that we can now state precisely what
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rings have E as They are just those for which the above 
does not happen» We demonstrate this fact now as the final 
theorem involving only the rings R and R»
Theorem 2.9. R — R if and only if R = [f̂ l̂ a e E}^
i.e., if and only if the natural injection a —» f̂  ̂maps 
R onto E.
Proof. The "if" part here is just theorem 2.3. For
the converse, notice that any isomorphism of two rings will
preserve conditions l) and 2) of the last theorem. Suppose
then that E a: r. If E & {f_ I a e E] , then R has sequencesa
as in 2.8. Hence R also has such sequences. Applying the
^  I r I 1theorem again we conclude that E 4= l g^ I f e R] . However,
it was shown in theorem 2.6 that the injection f — > g^ was
^ A ysan isomorphism of R and R so that R = [ĝ l f e R}, a con-
tradiction. Thus R = Ifĝ l a e R} whenever R — R, and the
theorem is proved.
/VA Comparison of R and R . We consider finally the 
relation between E and the ring R constructed from R in 
[33, There, an analogous space Arith R was defined in 
terms of the primes instead of the prime ideals.
%-functions were defined much as our o-functions, and the 
ring R consists of these, with similar operations. The 
TT-functions of R are characterized [3] by
Theorem 2.10. f is a Tc-f-unction if and only if 
there are ideals A^, A2 , ..., A^ of R and elements a^, a^,
..., a^ of R satisfying
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1) = {0).
2) a. - a. E /A. + A. for all (i, j).1 Ü ^ J
3) f(p) = a^ + P whenever P is a prime of R with
A^ c= P and â  ̂ e Ap,
The characterization of rings R for which R aî R 
corresponds with what we have done here even more closely 
than the characterization of %-fnnctions does^ Specifi­
cally, our theorems 2.7 and 2.9 are valid for R [3] if R 
is replaced hy R and a-functions and path functions are 
replaced hy %-functions and corresponding path functions 
for Arith R. This leads us to suspect that the rings R and 
R are the same. To show this is so, we introduce some new 
notation to facilitate setting up a correspondence between 
R and R.
Definition 9» Let S he the collection of all pairs 
of sequences ({A,I i e [1, n]}, [a.I i e [1, n]}), n >  1, 
of ideals of R and elements of R satisfying conditions 1.; 
and 2) of theorems l.l3 and 2.10. For each X e S, let 
f^(X) he the a-function defined hy X and let f^(X) he the 
Ti-function defined hy X according to theorem 2.10. Since 
more than one sequence may define a single a-function, we 
put them into equivalence classes. If X e S and Y e S, we 
say X Y when f^(x) = f^(Y) and X Y when f^(x) =
f^(Y). Clearly and are equivalence relations, and
we denote the respective equivalence classes hy [X]^ and 
[X]^ for each X e S.
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Now the correspondence [Z] ̂  — $> f ̂(z) is a one-to- 
one correspondence between the equivalence classes of S 
under and the ring E. Thus a ring structure is induced
on the set of equivalence classes which makes it a ring
/Xisomorphic with E, Note that in showing E is a ring, we 
showed that the addition or multiplication of two a-func­
tions f and g can be defined in terms of certain operations 
on their respective defining sequences which yield other 
sequences defining their sum and product as previously de­
fined pointwise. If we start with sequences in S for f 
and g, then the resultant sequences are in S, as is seen in 
the proof of theorem 2,1, Thus the equivalence classes of 
S under — ^ are actually a ring under these operations de­
finable purely in terms of the sequences, since these oper­
ations are clearly the same as those induced by the corres­
pondence mentioned above. It did not matter which speci­
fic sequences we had used to define f and g to get that 
the resultant ones were defining for f + g and fg.
Hence the operation
i = l* ^^i^i=l^^o j=l* "
[([A + B J (i, j) E [1, n] X [1, m]],± j
+ bjl (i, j) e [1, n]x [i, m]})]^ 
is well-defined, and similarly for multiplication, For 
convenience, then, we may identify E with the collection 
of equivalence classes and perform operations on E in accor 
dance with the formulas in theorem 2,1 as restated for the
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equivalence classes «
Analogous considerations hold for R (see [3]); 
identical formulae may he used for combining two equiva­
lence classes and [Y]^. Consequently, we will regard
both R = X e 3} and R = [[X]^| X e 3}, We want to
show that these two rings are isomorphic» This is clearly 
so if the correspondence [X]^ < > [X]^ is one-to-one be-
/V __tween R and R, since the computation formulae are identi­
cal. Assuming familiarity with [3], we will demonstrate
that this indeed happens»
Theorem 2» 11» R: R s= R, where R is given by 
RCCX]^) = [X]^ for each X e 3»
Proof» We first verify that R is well-defined»
3uppose that [X]^ = [Y]^ for some X and Y in 3, specifi­
cally, for
X = ({A.I i E [1, n]}, {â l i e [1, n]}),
Y = ({b J j e Cl, m]} , {b J j e [1, m]} ) »d J
Then X Y, f^Cx) = f^(Y), and theorem l»l3 tells us that
a. + P = b . + P, i » e », a. - b. eP, whenever we find1 d  ̂ d
A. <= p and B . c P for any given P e V (Rj »X J o
Turning to R, suppose that P is any prime in the
domain of f^(x)» This means that for some i we have both
A^ c p and a^ e Ap„ (See theorem 2»10») Then consider
any B. such that B. c: p, as must happen for some j » We J Ü
get that A. + B. «= P so that A, + B . 4= R, whence there is
a proper prime ideal P ’ of R such that Â  ̂+ c p" » Now
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suppose that P' «=: p. By the first paragraph it follows 
that a^ - bj e P' <= P = Apj hence also h^ e Apo So some 
c p with hj e Ap and P is also in the domain of f^(Y)„ Fur­
thermore, the P ’ above may always be chosen so that P “ <= p^
for primes share with prime ideals the property that their 
complements are multiplicative systems in R (see [1, Propo­
sition 2.1]), whence we may obtain such a P “ by use of 
lemma 1.1. It follows that domain(f^(x)) <= domain(f^(Y)j, 
and by reversing the argument we get that domain(f^(X)) = 
domainC f^(Y)).
Now consider any prime P in this common domain.
Then choose any (i, j) such that A^ c= p, s A^, B^ = P, 
and bj s Ap. Again, there is a prime ideal P ’ of R with 
A. + B . c= P ’ c P. Thus A. <= p® and B . = p ” so that a. - b .1 J 1. J 1 ^
e P' and a. - b. G P. Hence (f^(x))(p) = a. + P = b. + P1 d r d
= (f^(Y))(p). We have shown then that f^(x) = f^(Y), since
P was arbitrary in their common domains. Therefore,
X Y and [X]^ = [Y]^. So F is in fact well-defined.
By the definition, F certainly maps R onto R, so by 
the remarks preceding the theorem we know that it is at 
least an epimorphism of the two rings. Thus to show that
F is one-to-one and an isomorphism of the rings we need 
only show that the kernel of the mapping is {fg} =
{[(Ü0}], (0))]^].
Suppose, then, that FI[X]^) = [X]^ is the zero ele­
ment of R (which is the corresponding path function
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fg = [([{0}}, CO))]^ in Ê) for some X e S. If [X]^ is not 
a path function, then it may be defined by ideals and ele­
ments as in theorem 2.7 so that f^(X) = f^(X'), with X' 
satisfying the conditions of theorem 2.7, But then, by 
the corresponding result in [3], f^(x) = f^(X') is also 
not a path function in E, a contradiction since it is f^.
So for some a e R we have that [X]^ = [({[0}}, Ca})]^, and 
so P([X]^) = [X]^ = [({{0}}, {a})]^ = f^ = fQ in Ê. How- 
ever, just as in R, the nil semi-simple condition implies 
that fĝ  = f^ if and only if a = b for any path functions 
f a n d  f^ of R, We conclude that a = 0 and [X]^ = f^j 
hence ker(P) = [f^l and P is an isomorphism of R and R.
This completes the proof.
Summary. We have seen in this chapter, then, that 
the object R is a ring with the "same prime ideal struc­
ture as R"| that it is a ring from which our construction 
process yields the same ring back; that, conversely, any 
ring which yields an isomorphic ring by this process is of 
the form R for some ring R Cin the sense of the natural 
injection); and that our process yields the same ring as 
that in [3]. Purther, we have found necessary and suffic­
ient conditions that a ring R be of the ‘̂-type.
Also, the operations ^ and ” are closure operations
Ain the sense that R e: R for each ring R, Regarding R = R 
= Cfĝ l a e R] as a subring of R, we also have the closure 
property that R ^ B for any ring S such that R c 8 = R.
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To conclude, we might consider a possible general­
ization of these ideas. We have seen that the spaces both 
of primes and of prime ideals in a ring E determine the same 
ring. Merle Manis has suggested that some other classes of 
structures in R might likewise give spaces which also lead 
to the same ring. In particular, in characterizing both 71- 
functions and a-functions much use was made of irreducible 
subsets and of minimal prime ideals of R. Hotice that a 
a-function f is determined by its values for minimal prime 
ideals; each prime ideal contains a minimal prime ideal, 
and if a is any minimal prime ideal then f is "constant" 
on the maximal irreducible set T^. For if {Â | i e [1, n]] 
and C3-j_l i e [1, n]} define f, choose <= a; then A^ <= P
for all P e T^, So f(p) = a^ + P for all P e T^. Thus it 
seems that the space of cosets of minimal prime ideals 
alone might very well determine the same ring as V(R) and 
Arith R.
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CHAPTER III 
EXAMPLES
Por convenience of expression we introduce some new 
notation. Let E be a ring, commutative and nil semi-simple 
with identity as usual. We say that R is an H-ring if 
R as R. One set of conditions has already been found that a 
ring R is an H-ring. It might be asked whether there are 
other, more natural conditions. At least we would like to 
know whether all, some, or no rings are H-rings and whether 
some well-known classes of rings are H-rings, This chapter 
gives a partial answer to such questions.
First, notice that the analysis of the first two 
chapters is somewhat trivial for integral domains ; {0} is 
the unique minimal prime ideal in any integral domain, and 
all domains (with identity) are H-rings. For by our ear­
lier remarks, any a-function must be constant on all prime 
ideals in ~ V^(B) for an integral domain R, which is
to say that each a-function must be a path function.
However, it is not true that all rings are H-rings, 
as we see by an example due to Merle Manis [5], Let F be a 
field, and consider the polynomial ring in two indetermi- 
nates F[x, y] = R^. A well-known result is that R[x^, X2 » 
..., is a unique factorization domain for any unique
factorization domain R C5» p . 126]. Thus R^ is a u.f.d.
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1
is not a prime ideal of R^, so R^/K is not an integral do­
main. It is certainly a commutative ring with identity, 
however.
We will verify that R = R^/E is a ring in our sense; 
i.e., that it is nil semi-simple. Let a e R with a^ = 0
for some n > 1, Then a has the form a = p(x, y) + K for
some p(x, y) e R[x, y], and we are saying that a^ =
(p(x, y) + £)“■ = p(x, y)^ + K = 0 + K = X. In other words, 
p(x, y)°‘ e K = Cx^ + y)yR̂  ̂and (x^ + y)y divides p(x, y)^. 
But y is irreducible, or a prime, in R̂  ̂so y divides 
p(x, y), since R^ is a u.f.d. Similarly x + y must divide 
p(x, y), but x^ + y and y are relatively prime so that 
(x + y)y must divide p(x, y). Hence p(x, y) e K and 
a = 0 + E. Thus /IOi - [0] in R, and R is nil semi-simple.
How look at the principal ideals =
( (x^ + y) + E)R ELnd A2 = (y + E)R. Let a^ =
((x^ + y) + E)(p^(x, y) + E) = (x^ + y)p^(x, y) + E e
and 8 2 = (y + E)(p2 (x, y) + e) = yp2 (x, y) + E e A2 , Then
^1^2 = y)p2 (x, y) + E = 0 + E. Thus A^A2 =
Co} (where 0 here is 0 + E, the zero of R).
2Consider also the element z = x + E e R. Then z =
(x + K)^ = (x^ + E) = (Cx^ + y) + E) - (y + E) e A^ + A2
so that z e
Now recall that in any quotient ring S/A, where A 
is any ideal of a ring S, there is a one-to-one
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correspondence between the ideals of S/A and the ideals of 
8 which contain A, and that this correspondence preserves 
prime ideals. In our case the ideal A^ derives from thegideal A^' = (x + of which contains K, and the
ideal Ag comes from the ideal = yE^ of E^ which also
contains K, But these two ideals are prime ideals of E^,
since they are the principal ideals generated by the two
2irreducible elements x + y and y of E^. Therefore, A^ 
and Ag are prime ideals of E; in particular they are radi­
cal ideals.
Suppose, then, that z e A^ + Ag. This means that
there is some p ‘(x, y) and some q*(x, y) in F[x, y] such
that X + K = ((x^ + y)p*(x, y) + K) + (yq'(x, y) + k) =
((x^ + y)p’(x, y) + yq'(x, y)) + E s A^ + A^. But then
o o(x + y)p*(x, y) 4- yq'(x, y) - x e K = (x + y)yE^, Con-
sequently, y divides x p'(x, y) - x = xCxp'Cx, y) - l), 
and y divides xp'(x, y) - 1. But xp'(x, y) has no con­
stant term so that xp'(x, y) - 1 has the constant term -1,
whereas y cannot divide any polynomial with a non-zero 
constant term. This contradiction shows that x + K = z è 
A^ + Ag = after all.
Now we can let â  = z, a^ = 0 and obtain a. - a. eJL ^ X j
+ A. for all (i, j) E Cl, 2}x{l, 2), but a. - a. è
X J X J
/XT + /XT for i = 1 and j = 2. Therefore, using theorem X d
2.7 we get that the o-function determined by A^, Ag, a^, 
and 0-2 not a path function, and theorem 2.9 says then
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that R is not an H-ring,
We are at least assured, then, that some but not 
all rings are H-rings. It turns out that rings other than 
integral domains may be H-rings. Railing to put them all 
in some commonly recognized class, we might at least in­
vestigate whether some commonly considered rings are H- 
ringSo A complete investigation, however, would be too 
lengthy to include here, and this paper will now be con­
cluded with an examination of product rings. If A is an 
index set and for each a e A we have a ring R^, recall
that R  ̂ m R^ = (a: A — > U R^1 a(a) = a e R for each 
oleA asA ^ a a
a e A], called the complete direct product of the rings R^,
is a ring (see [6, pp. 172-178]) under the coordinatewise
addition and multiplication. The weak direct product R' =
{a e % R^I a = 0^, the zero of R^, for all but finitely aeA a oc a
many a e A )  is a subring of R which we will also consider. 
For the rest of the paper we will use the term "ring" in 
the ordinary sense, not assuming any of the special prop­
erties that were previously assumed unless an H-ring is 
specified. Likewise, an ideal may not be proper.
We recall without proof some properties of such pro­
ducts . The weak direct product is actually an ideal of 
the complete direct product, and every ideal of R' is an 
ideal of R. R and R' are each commutative if and only if 
each R^ is commutative. The same is true of the nil semi­
simple property. For multiplicative identities, R has one
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if and only if each does, hut R' cannot have one unless 
A is finite.
For each a e A we have the projection epimorphism 
P/v* ^ — >R_ given by p (a) = a for each a e R and thevX OC CX vX
monomorphism i^; R^ — >R given by (i^(b))g^ = if 6 4 a,
(i^(b))^ = b for each b e R^, If A is any ideal of R,
then A = {a I a e A} = p (A) is an ideal of R„ for eachCX CX vu Ou
a e A ,  and A c= % A . If each ring R^ has identity 1 ,aeA ct ^ a a'
then T['Â  c= A «= % A^, where denotes the weak directaeA OL aeA cl
product, and A^ is a prime ideal of R^ for each a e A if A
is a prime ideal. If, in addition, A is finite, then the
three ideals above are equal. Conversely, if A(a) is an
ideal of R^ for each a e A ,  then A = % A(a) is an idealCL aeA
of R and A^ = A(a) for each a. Notice that if A and B are
any subsets of R, then (A + b )^ = A^ + B^ for all a e A .
Last, if A is an ideal of R, then C/%)^ = /A^ for
each a e A ,  and /X <= / n <= tt /2T“ = NowaeA CL aeA a aeA <x
for a discussion of H-rings an identity is required, so
only the complete direct product is considered in the
theorem we now prove with the aid of the ideas above.
Theorem 3.1. Let R = "̂ .R̂  be any complete direct----------- aeA CL
product of rings. R can be an H-ring only if R^ is an H-
ring for each a e A ;  if each R^ is an H-ring and A is fin­
ite, then R is an H-ring.
Proof. Since R is commutative and nil semi-simple
with identity if and only if each ring R^ is, we may assume
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that they all are such and concern ourselves with the con­
ditions of theorems 2,7 to 2,9 in the last chapter.
Suppose that R is not an H-ring, Then we choose 
ideals {A^l i e [1, n]} and elements {a^l i e [1, n]} of R 
according to theorem 2,8. Clearly, we have that 
= {0^} for each a e A ,  and if (i, j) e [1, n]X [1, n], 
then e =
/(Af + Aj)^ = /(A^)^ + (Aj)^ for each a e A .  Thus by de­
leting those indices i for which CA^)^ = R^, and not all 
will be such for any given a, we may assume that the se­
quences C(A^)^I i e Cl, n]} and C(a^)^| i e [1, n]} are non­
empty sequences with proper ideals which define a 
o-function in R^ for each a.
We claim that one of these o-functions is not a 
path function if A is finite. For if Ca^)^ - (a^)^ e 
(A^)^ + (Aj)^ for all a G A and all (i, j) e [1, n]X 
[1, n], the finiteness condition gives A, + A, =IL J
= (a^)^ - ( a ^ £ (A^)^ + (Aj)^ for all a e A ,  thus
(^1 -  ̂ ‘ \  * ^3 j) ^
[1, n]X Cl, n], This, however, contradicts our original 
choice. Hence for some Ô e A we have that - ( a ^ e
/(Ai)g^ + (Aj)ĝ  \ C(Â )ĝ  + (Aj)ĝ ] for some (i, j). In this 
case (Aĵ )̂  and (A^ are not R^, and these ideals were not 
deleted to get defining sequences for this particular 6, 
Further, note that (Â )ĝ  = /TaTT^ and (A^)^ = /(a ^ by
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the original choice of ideals. Hence theorem 2.7 applies, 
and the o-function for is not a path function; thus Rĝ 
is not an H-ring. Therefore, if each R^ is an H-ring and 
A is finite, then R is an H-ring.
Conversely, suppose that Rĝ is not an H-ring for 
some 6 e A. Choose ideals (B.I j e [1, n]} and elements
U
{b.I j e Cl, n]} according to theorem 2.8. For j e [1, n] 
d
let A. = {ic(b)l b e B.}. Then A. is an ideal of R for 
d  d  d
each j "because A = , where (C .)(a) = {0^3 for
d  O C oû d  d  Ok
a 4= 6 and (C.)(6) = B.. It is clear that A . = {0}, and 
d d  d  d
each A. is proper. Similarly let a. = ic(b.) for each j. 
d  d  ^  d
It is easily checked that for (j, k) e [1, n]X [1, n], a.
- &k e iĝ ((/Aj + A^)^)* But since (A^ + Â )̂̂  = {0^3 for
each a 4= 6 and R^ is nil semi-simple for each a, we get
that (/Aj + A^)^ = [0^3 for each a 4= 6, and it follows 
that içj((/Aj V A^)^) = /Aj + and a^ - a^ s 
for all ( j, k), By the same reasoning, we see that /A". = 
ig^(/Bj) = iĝ (Bj) = Aj for each j e [1, n].
How II > 2. by the original choice, so choose some
(i, j) e [1, n] X [1, n] with i 4= j. If a. - a. e /AT +
X  d  X
/TT, then b^ - b^ = - (aj)ĝ  = (a^ - Sj)ĝ  e (A^ + Â )ĝ
= (Aĵ )ĝ  + (Aj)ĝ  = B^ + Bj, a contradiction. Thus a^ - â  
è t/T7 + (/XT for some i 4= j . By theorem 2.7 we conclude
X  d
that R has a o-function other than a path function; thus R 
cannot be an H-ring. Therefore, R can be an H-ring only 
if each ring R^ is an H-ring, and the theorem is proved.
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